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1st ACC - 17 

Transcript of lecture by L. Ron Hubbard AICL-15 renumbered 8A and again renum-
bered 17 for the "Exteriorization and the Phenomena of Space" cassette series. Tape num-
ber 668 on the Flag Master List. The original titled was "Inverted Dynamics", with the 
"continued" added as part of the final renumbering when the opening section was sepa-
rated from the previous reel and given the title "Inverted Dynamics". 

INVERTED DYNAMICS (CONTINUED) 

A lecture given on 14 October 1953 

[Clearsound. Checked against the old reels. Omissions marked ">".] 

[On the old reels, this lecture is titled "INVERTED DYNAMICS" 5310C14C 1ACC-
15. It is number 668 on the Flag Master List.] 

All right, continuing with this second part of the afternoon talk and very briefly, I 
want to tell you about the inverted dynamics. This has come up several times. You 
should understand it. 

If you can conceive of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, written on a vertical column - it starts with 
1 and then goes up 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, with 8 at the top and 1 at the bottom. And 
then below 1, going down vertically, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 

Now 1 - this will work out that 1 and 1 is normal - covert hostility. That's a joke. 

Now, as you go up from 1 and down from 1, you could think of this as two cones 
come out from the same center. Now, progressively up from 1 would be out through 
the top; that is to say, conquest of the MEST universe. This would be the direction we 
would follow. We'd conquer 1, then conquer 2, then conquer 3, then conquer 4, then 
5, then 6, then 7, then 8. Theoretical course up. 

What is the theoretical course down? It's an inverted course which starts at 8 and 
dwindles down to 1 - would be the descent of the person. 
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Now, let me make that much more clearly. You've got your inverted cone and it runs 
from the middle: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 up. Got that? Now, your thetan, in getting in 
here, has gone from the top of that top cone: 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. There's his course of 
degeneration, down to a point of a fairly-good-order, pretty-good-shape Homo 
sapiens, really. He's still got a little bit of this stuff kicking around on the rest of the 
dynamics but he's downdrifting in that field. All right. 

Now, let's take this fellow as he goes down scale from Homo sap, into Homo sap in 
bad shape. He starts inverting: from 1 he departs out into 2. I was telling you about 
this the other day - can't survive. Can't survive on 1, therefore he starts to the lower 2. 
Can't survive on sex or children, he decides, so he goes to the 3. That'd be part of a 
group organism - communist or something. 

Most communists have failed sexually, by the way. I don't mean to damn the Com-
munist Party by that remark. That happens to be a clinical observation. 

Then when he gets down to 3, they're perfectly willing to sit around home and chew 
up other Russians until all of a sudden they drop into 4 and then we've got to interna-
tionalize. 

Then we drop below that and we get to 5. It's animals, then. 

Then he goes down - 6. That's just MEST. 

You see, he's losing out. You might call this the gradient scale downward of anesthe-
sia. He loses everything above the level in which he's operating. 

Now he loses 6 and goes into 7 and there is your psychotic band. They've lost 6 and 
are moving into 7. And man, the way he is now - the way he shouldn't be now, the 
composite that is modern Homo sapiens - markedly, just markedly, hangs around 
these two points. Way down! He's below an inverted 6, moving into 7 and then he 
moves into 8. 

Well, how the hell do you get this guy to turn around and go back up the other way? 
Fortunately, you don't progress the case mathematically or arithmetically or by dia-
grams. This is just a method of demonstrating to you what's happening. 

So you find this guy in the insane asylum who thinks he's God. 

By the way, your Tone Scale there begins with 8 at 0.0 and runs up with 1 at 20.0. (I 
was wrong before. I said that's a Homo sapiens. I keep thinking that man is optimum, 
in pretty damn good condition.) He's at 20.0, at where you got those is crossed, and 
he's at 40.0 when he's up to the upper 8. This would be another way of graphing your 
Tone Scale. Come down at 20.0 and from 20.0 your dynamics invert and go lower. 
Seven and 8 are down there below 2.0. And 2.0 - a little bit in advance of 2.0 - is 6. It's 
just a little bit up from 2.0. See? 

I'm just mulling this over here a little bit to make it plainer and plotting it against the 
Tone Scale. And when you'd go up, let's see, your level of comparison there, he'd be - 
it must be a DEI sort of an inversion. There's - he's got gradient scales of each one of 
these. It's a more complex graph, by far, than what I'm demonstrating to you but 
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should get this idea - just get the idea of the two cones and you've got it. It's a terrific 
number of small cones which makes two big cones. 

All right. We get here the psycho in the insane asylum who's being God. And then we 
get the psycho in the insane asylum who's being Christ. He's not quite as bad off as 
the psycho being God. See? He's inverted. He's out through the bottom to the extent 
that he as a thetan is going to be God. 

You say, "Be three feet back of your head." If he was in communication at all, he would 
merely tell you he was God right now, see? Huh! There wouldn't be any uncertainty 
about it - he knows! He is convinced; you should be, too. 

You run into this every once in a while but the clue is, is he is nowhere near his body 
in the first place and he'd have to be processed to come back into his body and out of 
his body again in order to give you the exteriorization which we want. It's sympto-
matic that he says, "I'm over there." 

Now, because that's a long way to climb doesn't mean it's a long way to process; it 
breaks quickly. But he says as a thetan - anywhere down from about an inverted 3 - 
he'll tell you, "I'm over there." See? "My thetan..." he will say. See? And people who are 
really sold on religion talk about "our God." 

Religion, as you know it in the Christian church, is well in the vicinity of 0.0. It's really 
close to death. They talk about "their God." A little bit higher they talk about "their 
Christ." 

Well, what's God in this case? It's themselves. But you've got to go all the way up 
through the dynamics to find him. You can't go out and walk around geographically 
trying to locate, yourself, your own God because you are your own God. It's so sim-
ple. You can't walk around all over the place trying to "find Christ" or "put Christ in your 
heart" or some such thing as that, because as far as you're concerned, you're - when 
you got to a straight up 7, you'd be it - you'd be Christ. Do you get the idea? 

So we're not - we're not concerned with the condition so much as we are the distance. 
When a person is completely sold on the idea of there being a God, you know where 
he is on the Tone Scale. "There is a God. I know there is a God. He is my God, and I am 
blah--blah-blah-blah-blah." He's just sold down the line. You know you're talking to 
somebody - you know just about where he is on the Tone Scale. He's just about 0.0 - 
practically dead. 

Little higher on the Tone Scale they use this God to Christianize them, like they got 
slaves over in Africa, you know? You think for a moment that I'm using blasphemy. 
I'm not. These are the people that are using blasphemy. They are doing the only crime 
that you can do: They are denying themselves. And that is the only crime possible. 
That is the only cross-up of ethics possible. After mulling it over and turning it over 
and testing it for a long time, why, I finally found that out that the only unethical 
thing you can do is deny yourself. 
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So, they've denied themselves to the point of saying, "God is out there and he made the 
universe." Oh no, he isn't. They made the universe and they're not out there; they're 
right here. This fellow's inverted; he's not in his body. 

Now we come right back up the line, we don't find anybody in his body until we start 
getting up fairly high. See, we're going right on up the line thetawise. 

But fortunately the very act of saying, "Be three miles or three light-years or ten feet back of 
your head" - the very act of saying this is - the sudden recognition of it, if the guy exte-
riorizes (pow) at all, he jumps, quite ordinarily, up the Tone Scale a number of rungs. 
He goes up fast if he exteriorizes like this. And he goes up fast the more certainty he 
obtains on exteriorization because - pow! pow! pow! Q and A - the riddles of exis-
tence are just fading out on him at a mad rate. Just real fast! 

That's why Theta Clearing produces the results it does. It's like shooting somebody up 
the Tone Scale with a rocket. And yet, they apparently don't shoot up the Tone Scale 
because their body is right there, isn't it? And it didn't suddenly glow or do anything. 
Well, here you've got measuring whether or not the thetan got into better condition 
by observing the flesh which he inhabited. That isn't very reasonable but an auditor is 
liable to do that if he doesn't recognize that he's liable to do that. 

In other words, we exteriorize the fellow, he will manifest physical changes. Oh yes, 
he will! But it'll take a little while, maybe, for the physical changes to catch up to him. 
The body doesn't change fast. 

Horses, for instance, when raised in the lowlands of Persia, where it's very hot, grow 
short hair. And when made - pushed into the mountains where long hair is very desir-
able, still don't grow any for three generations. And horses who have long hair in the 
mountains, when put down in the plains, keep that darned long hair for about three 
generations. They just want to make sure they're on a lower plain. 

Well, that's the body. And it gives you an index of how close it's contacting MEST 
and how fast it's willing to change. It's not willing to change fast at all. It wants to 
change real slow - generation by generation, if possible. It doesn't like this "five-minute 
alteration complete." 

One of you the other day coming in and complaining a little bit after a certain amount 
of processing - a certain physiological change took place connected with the pineal 
gland. That right? Well, there was no complaint about it. It's just a fact that the body 
is not accustomed to a sudden endocrine shift. 

I can tell you how to shift the body's endocrine system around madly. You just use 
Rising Scale Processing with the Chart of Attitudes. How simple. You do this on 
some girl - if you did this on an eleven-year-old girl you would probably shoot her up 
into the age of puberty in an awful rush. You'd probably change her physiologically 
and speed up the whole process. 

You do this on a girl who is much older and her endocrine system will turn back on 
again. You can change the body all over the place. 
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But the point I'm trying to make is that the body is conservative and the thetan isn't. 
All the thetan has to do to change is just change his mind. But as long as he's evaluat-
ing according to the body, he thinks he has to change the body before he can change 
as a thetan. 

Well, you're just doing this job: You're trying to get him into the body so you can get 
him out. This is a hell of a note, isn't it? It's an inverted proposition. You're trying to 
get him into the body before you can get him out. 

Well, processes show up and are quite evident immediately as to how you get some-
body who is way downscale, as far as a thetan is concerned - he might be downscale 
as a body and upscale as a thetan, but still the body kicking back against the thetan 
could make him outside the body before he gets into it. 

You'll find some thetans working this mock-up from clear up in outer space some-
place. You'll find other ones stuck thoroughly in a theta trap. I mean this physically. I 
don't mean this in a mock-up form. They're actually in some kind of a trap someplace 
or they're in a room or they're standing in front of an electronic switchboard or some-
thing, way the hell and gone out of here! Nothing to do with it! 

I ran across a preclear one day, had constant ringing in his ears. Ring, ring, ring, ring, 
ring, ring, all the time, all the time, all the time and nothing, no process known to 
man, would change this thing until all of a sudden I said, "Well, why don't you move away 
from the dynamo?" His body didn't go anyplace, but he just simply moved away from the 
dynamo. He ran into the guy who was standing behind him. This caused him to look 
down at his hands and feet, at which moment he immediately got sick at his stomach, 
they were so horrible. He'd been standing there looking at a view screen! He's been 
there for a long time. 

I just shoved him off because I moved his position away from the view screen and 
out away from that and then processed him around for a while, then got him to finally 
sever the communication lines and then pick up direct lines with the body. 

I had to run Hand Flopping, a wonderful little technique called Hand Flopping, up to 
a point where he finally realized that he was controlling the body. Realization! You 
didn't run it as long as - enough to get the complete realization of it, but "Who's control-
ling this body?" You run it with that thought. You get your hands flopping up and down 
and just suddenly - just keep thinking "Who's controlling this body? Who's making these 
hands do this?" Flop, flop, flop, flop, flop, flop, flop, flop, flop, and all of a sudden it'll 
dawn on you with tremendous certainty, "I am!" You see? I mean, that's good stuff. 
That's a real good little technique, by the way. 

Now, what's the condition here? The condition is the guy has run away from his 
body; he's run away from bodies; he can't even be in a body. 

The value of the body is so great that they don't even dare come near one. That's very 
true. They don't even dare come near one; they might hurt it. And so they're running 
them on extensional lines or some doggoned fool thing. At least this is the way they're 
computing. Regardless of what they're doing or what they think they're doing, you 
have to come up through a solid 6. 
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You'll find them kicking around with spirits. You'll find wasting ghosts on some of 
these people is very effective. Wasting God, wasting ghosts, wasting spirits, wasting 
Christ and they'll start picking right on up the line. Or you simply do the processes 
which I've already been giving you and they accomplish the same thing. 

The best of those processes, by the way, although it takes a while when run on a low-
toned case, is Step II of SOP 8 - that's real good - 

� You can practically drive somebody psycho with that if you rush it too hard or 
press it too hard, 

- by having them move the mock-up and have them move the body and move the 
mock-up and then have them advance the mock-up and retreat from the mock-up, 
but bring the mock-up with them, you know? Keep the same distance and advance 
and retreat and so forth.. But the time to stop that is not when they're still groggy. 
You just keep it up. You just keep rolling it. You keep them walking forward toward 
the mock-up and the mock-up walking back with them until you've finally got this 
setup. 

Now, there's an extension on SOP 8, by the way, which is creating something which 
creates which creates. And I'll go into that in a moment. 

But you get what I mean by an inverted dynamic. The fellow is so dispersed, he is so 
scattered around, he's below the level of being in a body. Now, let's not labor this. 
This is not serious. It simply explains to you the condition under which some of your 
preclears are operating up to the time you process them. 

SOP 8 is the method of processing them - and its ramifications as I'm giving them to 
you here. There are lots of ramifications and there are lots of faster processes, too. 
But the point is, the guy you're trying to exteriorize, when he doesn't exteriorize, isn't 
in the body. You've asked him to do an impossible thing. He's already exteriorized as 
far as he's concerned. He's either some other thetan or he's some other demon or he's 
someplace else and he wouldn't be able to come near the body on a bet. 

You got what we mean by an inverted dynamic. What is the "anesthese" level of the 
preclear? What can he communicate with? If he can communicate with MEST, you've 
got him at the level of inverted 6. If he can only communicate with spirits, only com-
municate with spirits and all else is kind of unreal and dull to him, you've got him at 
inverted 7. If he can only commune with God and all else is strictly mock-up, he's an 
inverted 8. It's "Where can he communicate?" 

This person shouldn't be mistaken by you for two seconds! Because when I said, "He 
can only communicate with," that's what I meant. His communication level is so slight on 
the other dynamics, he wouldn't know groups or he wouldn't know anything about 
man at large or he'd be kind of foggy on the subject of animals. “Animals? Animals? 
Yes. Yes, animals are nice, aren't they? God made all these little animals" Here we go, see? 

"Yes, women - women are very, very nice. Yes, yes. They're very - some - been very, very good women 
in the world. Take Mary Magdalene!" Here we go, see? Now we're in communication. 
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How do you know you're in communication? Because he talks with certainty on the 
subject. Savvy? So simple. That's diagnosis, if you want it that way. 

Now you could also plot this thing out horizontally and say: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, with 
an up and lower cone for each one of the numerals. And you could handle the prob-
lem, each dynamic individually, although they tend to pin each other down a bit. But 
you could just handle each dynamic individually. You could just strike into the prob-
lem. Anyplace you wanted to strike into any preclear, you'll find dynamics 1 to 8. And 
treat each one as an upper 8 or a lower 8, an upper 5 or a lower 5. 

Let's just start in with a preclear willy-nilly and say, "He can't communicate with animals, 
obviously." Here we go, see? He can't communicate with animals. Let's - you just as-
sume this that he's - there'll be something wrong with his communication with ani-
mals. And you might find that his ability to communicate with animals is pretty damn 
good and a hell of a lot better than the rest of the men around him, but he still can't 
talk to them. He still can't walk up to a horse and say, "How are you?" See what I mean 
about communication with animals? He can't walk up to a dog and say, "Hey, gee, 
there's a swell - there is just a swell fireplug down in the next block. Rover was by there a half an 
hour ago. I just passed the place." You get what I mean by "communicate with animals?" 

Now let's take "communicate with MEST." This stuff do what you want it to do? 
Damned seldom. A fellow who can't work is simply hung up on 6. He's on inverted 6 
- the lower part of 6. 

Now, if you plot your case, then, with the second system I mentioned, you have a 
case plot which is beautiful to behold. You just work that case plot with Creative 
Processing on creation and destruction by explosion. Mock-ups! Your case will solve 
itself. Do it by gradient scales. 

You can't blow up the cat? Well, by golly, you can blow up the duplicate you made of 
the cat by taking a stray hair which has already been pulled out, which is on the cat's 
back, out of the duplicate. And holding it out at a distance from both the duplicate 
and the cat, blowing up that hair. You can always do that. You can finally get down to 
where you can blow up the tail of the duplicate cat and then you finally blow up the 
mock-up of the cat. Now, we can take dogs, animals, crocodiles, any doggone thing 
you want on a gradient scale with Creative Processing and this technique is wide open. 

You just sit down and do this. Say, "Well, we've got this technique and all we do is write down 
on a piece of paper in a horizontal line: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. And we draw a cone up and a cone 
down from each one of those numerals. And we'll find his lowest level of dynamic in an awful rush. 
We'll find out where he's the worst off simply by asking him questions connected with it." And 
where you find him in communication is when he alerts and starts to talk to you. 

I remember processing a preacher one time. Nobody had ever been able to do any-
thing with this fellow. He was in pretty bad shape, actually. He had enough people 
around him in bad shape and in misery and broke and so forth, but after forty years of 
it, by Q and A, he was at last miserable, in bad shape and broke. 

So, this wasn't an inevitable fate. It merely shows that the environment determined 
him, he didn't determine the environment. So we got - the preacher and I talked about 
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himself and outside of being miserable, he didn't have anything to say about himself. I 
mentioned the subject of sex and a sort of an imbecilic thought that this was some-
thing evil flicked through his mind but that was about all. I talked to him about his 
parish and his parish didn't even vaguely worry him anymore. "They do not weep and nei-
ther do they spin," or something of the sort - way off beam. Talked to him about mate-
rial objects, things he owned and so forth - way out of communication. And I talked 
to him about Christ and he showed a little bit of animation. He said, "Well, of course, he 
couldn't really have been a man. He must have been more of an idea that God sent here." 

Ha-ha! And here we go. Now, I said, "Well now, concerning God..." 

"Yes," he says. 

"Do you often have a feeling that he smiles upon you or you're in his presence?" 

"Well, you have to be really rather careful, you see, in your concourse with God, because it might be 
damaged by some sordid thought." 

Poor guy was already beginning to worry about the only Comm line he had left, which 
was God. You give him about thirty more seconds on the hour hand that man uses 
for a life span and he just would have slipped overboard and nobody would even no-
tice the splash, including himself. 

All right. Here's an analysis of a case. But this could be the analysis of any case. 

You talk to this girl and you say, "Yourself?" 

“Ahn-ah-nah." 

"Sex?" 

"Nah-rar-r." 

"Groups?" 

"Ah-nrr-well, you know - groups." 

"Man?" 

"Well, yes. Yes, somebody should do something for that." 

Talk to her about animals. "I had the cutest cat once!" Here we go! She's on inverted 5. 
Just like that - pang! 

She still conceives herself to be in such strong communication with 6, 7 and 8 that she 
doesn't worry about it. But she's got the cutest cat and the cat got sick one day... You 
get where you'll spot a case now? 

Now, what's the fastest way to process the case? is pick up the last inverted dynamic - 
the highest inverted dynamic you can find with which he's still in communication and 
rehabilitate it. Have you got it? 

Now, you'll find people in Scientology that have moved into Scientology on an in-
verted 7. You guys aren't on an inverted 7. You swung in through here on probably 
an inverted 3 or 4, which is terrifically high for man. 
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People condemn Dianetics and Scientology and say we've got a lunatic fringe! Sure we 
got a lunatic fringe; you bet your life. But do you know the only people interested in 
this, really, are an intellectual strata which number probably, I'm afraid, amongst the 
first five or ten thousand in the United States. You know there are only about ten to 
fifteen thousand intellectuals in this country? That's a horrible fact, isn't it? But it's 
true enough. I've checked it up often enough. 

All right, you're real high toned. You swing in on an inverted 4. 

Did you ever see the terrific sentimentality which is showered by armies on animals? 
And the amount of Christ that armies buy? They sure do. Your army varies; there's 
some real tough cookies in there that don't care from nothing, but the rank and file of 
the army is on an inverted 5 somewhere. They live like dogs, they feel like dogs, they 
speak like dogs, they love dogs and the name for a soldier in many languages is "dog-
face" or "dog soldier." 

Male voice: Devil dogs. 

Devil dogs. We've always got animals tied up in here. 

The army mule, so forth. Always got something like this. 

The navy - hell, they're hopeless. Nobody could place them anywhere. They've gone 
past God. They're on an inverted 12. They're always talking about letting things go to 
hell. The standard phrase of the navy is to let things go to hell. "Yeah, they let everything 
go to hell and we've caught it," and so forth. It's real terrific. Interesting. 

All right. There is the handiest "Scientometry" I know, because that is "Scientometry" if 
you don't mind my coining the word. I mean that word jokingly, by the way. But that 
is, in Scientology, case diagnosis for exteriorization. 

You're not interested in aberration. You're not interested in quirks. You're not inter-
ested in words. You're not interested in whether he can get mock-ups. You're not in-
terested in any God's number of things on the thing. 

Now you know what I'm talking about when I'm talking about A, B, C, D, E, F, G 
and tell you that it's not analogous to Steps I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII. Actually, these 
steps are Arabic numeral - you know, we've got Roman numeral for the steps - and 
the actual index, where you slip over into the technique, is inverted 1, inverted 2, in-
verted 3, inverted 4, inverted 5, inverted 6, inverted 7, inverted 8. 

We've got no technique for 8 because there's no communication with 8. They're dead. 
Except what communication in life you yourself are willing to install in the person by 
manual contact or by artificial communication factors. Now, I've worked on these and 
when I say there isn't any technique in SOP 8 for 8, I am stretching the point too far. 
There is a mechanical technique at level 8 and we'll cover that in this course. But it's 
none of our damned business right here. Okay? 

We then slide over from the step which we exteriorized them on and watch whether 
or not their communication line goes up or down and slide into that letter step as I 
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told you before. But that letter step is a dynamic number - Arabic. A is 1, B is 2, and 
so on, and a complete process. 

Any time you'd get stalled down you have several processes. Please hear me. You have 
several processes. 

The best of these processes is next-to-the-last list of Self Analysis in Scientology and 
Self Analysis in Scientology. You've always got that technique. It isn't that we just 
wearily give up and so we use this technique. It actually is a technique that'll feed the 
bank of a neurotic or psychotic up to a point where he can actually be processed. Up 
to that point, he's got communication lines which are so tightly taut that he can't get 
them stretched enough to blow a lock. 

If I knew a good, fast, handy way of pumping these fellows full of better energy I 
would tell it to you. Self Analysis is the easiest. You always got that at any level of 
case. You can always say Self Analysis in Scientology. Any group - you can count on 
the fact that the people in the group are going to get good results rather uniformly. 

You may even get some miracle results but the chances of you getting miracle results 
are slighter than in Six Steps to Better Beingness. But your chances of getting uniform 
results throughout the group are much greater by the use of the lists of Self Analysis. 

Now, you can improve those to be past, present and future tense and you've got a 
terrific package right there. 

Well now, on diagnosis we've got Create and Destroy on all those dynamics. Maybe 
for the first time you make it completely usable to you. You don't have to depend 
upon the flick of an E-Meter but it's very handy to have as you go down these dynam-
ics. Just find out where the fellow goes into communication, that's all. Solve the prob-
lem at that level and you will bring him enough closer to being interior to be exterior-
ized. 

You have to bring them in to get them out and that's the motto. And that ranks with 
"Thinking is condensed feeling," or "Feeling is condensed looking," and two or three others I 
have given you. You have to get them in to get them out. 

When you find yourself getting sort of groggy about a case and you don't quite know 
what to do with a case; when your tendency is to reach over with a beam and yank 
them out of their heads, blow up their ridges, throw one through each ear; bring them 
down in a wonderful crash to produce an effect of somehow or other; just remember 
that you've got to get them in to get them out. And if you can get them out, why, gee, 
they go up Tone Scale - poom! 

Well, how do you get them out? Well, you get them in first. Well, how do you get 
them in? Just look at the case and do a diagnosis on 1 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Where is he in 
communication?  

People here are trained now. Two or three are looking at me hauntedly and thinking, 
"I wonder - I wonder if there's an inverted 10." 
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But you'll find out that horizontally, as you go across the boards with the upper cone 
and the lower cone on each numeral you'll find out that this is a much fairer rating. 
Actually, they're just a little bit inverted down on all the dynamics. 

Now, why do we use inverted and up cones? Why, huh? Because the fellow is intro-
verted on that dynamic. You can go along and find out where a person is introverted 
exactly and exteriorize him from there. 

You want to know why your thetan doesn't have magnificent perceptics the moment 
he steps out of the body and why he's - very often sees a facsimile or sees a ridge in-
stead of looking at the room? It's simply a problem of inverted and straight-up cones. 
That's all. It's just a problem of it. He is not doing well on 6 and he's on an inverted 6. 

Now, don't expect that it's this mechanically mathematical. It is not. But it's not a very 
complex problem either And this mechanical or mathematical schema - schema - shift 
into German ... 

� on it; I wish I could speak German and go over to Germany and raise hell with 
the Russians. Anyway, that's a good randomity. Boy, it's sure going to waste. 
I'm wasting randomity these days like mad. Anyway, when he drops here; there 
was a traffic cop down on the corner a few minutes ago and I didn't bop him. 
Boy, do I waste randomity. 

Just look at that; recognize we're having a little rough time with this case. This case 
looks all right. This case seems to get good mock-ups. This case seems to do this. It 
seems to do that. Don't go adrift, please. If you don't do this and you can't find out, 
you've got Self Analysis. You've got Six Steps to Better Beingness. They don't apply to 
psycho cases; they're too strong for a psycho case. 

So you've got these last resorts. You've just got, well, "Sit and hold the two back corners of 
the room and don't think." That's sometimes too much for a VI or a VII, but you could 
risk it, very easily. And you've got this straight up and introverted dynamic. Test for 
that. Talk to the preclear and listen to what he says. 

Sometime you will get - you will get just what I mean when I say, "Get communication 
from the preclear. Get communication in from the preclear," because very few auditors bother 
to. They don't ask the preclear what's happening or they'd find out some of the 
damnedest things. 

I've seen an auditor sit and process a preclear that I knew the preclear was just going 
round and round and round in squirrel cages, the like of which had never been drawn 
or designed by Walt Disney. And the auditor was confidently proceeding and was get-
ting noplace. The preclear failed to get a mock-up five mock-ups ago. While still obey-
ing the auditor with the new mock-ups, he doesn't know where that other mock-up is. 

Now, do you mind if I mention something right here? Okay. I'm going to talk about - 
you said there was a third person, remember? Do you mind if I mention that? 

Male voice: No. 
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And you - it won't influence your case if I tell you what it is, but I want to tell them 
what it is. 

Any time you get two mock-ups and a third one shows up, for Christ's sakes go back 
and read 16-G if you want the answer to this. The guy's certain there's a person stand-
ing out in front of him. He's been certain all along. He's been certain for years. So 
when you give him a chance to put two mock-ups, he knows there's another person 
out there. The person's been there all this time. 

And what do you run on this to get rid of that mock-up? Boy, you - if your case is not 
in an imbalance at all, what do you run? 

Male voice: That was three of me. 

Okay. Three of you. That's worse. 

He's got somebody standing out in front of him - that sure is. What is this? There's 
somebody standing in front of him. Isn't there? 

Well, you have him take a look at it and get awful interested in this sudden automatic 
mock-up that showed up. Get real interested because the case is parked with an extra 
body. And he's certain that the body's there, only the body isn't there. 

So you just run, "Certain that another one of me is present. Certain there's no other person present. 
Certain there's a person present. Certain there's no other person present," just like that out there 
in a bracket. If he's in good shape you can just get rid of it as a concept. Just pam! 
pam! pam! All of a sudden he'll say, "My God! My God! My God! My mother's been standing 
in front of me arguing now for about twenty years." Poof! Phooey! Pam! Mock up a half a 
dozen more mothers and blow them up. You can do anything you want to with it 
now, but after just running the concept and getting him to recognize the other. 

You talk about extroversion and introversion, where would be the preclear who was 
seeing an extra one of himself suddenly, automatically? 

Where? 

Male voice: Introverted on 1. 

That's right. He isn't in him. He's probably looking at his body! We'd say, "See? Mock-
up - another mock-up." 

All sorts of possibilities show up from this, but an auditor could - has a technique in-
stantly that he can apply there. All of a sudden there's an automaticity of another per-
son. This simply means he's got a conviction there is somebody else in front of him 
there. 

All right. We just run the conviction "There is somebody there," and the conviction "There 
isn't somebody there," and we unlock it See how we unlock it? How easy; how easy. How 
simple. 

Don't run it very long. Don't run a limited technique like that very long because you 
get into hot water, of course. You start running it and you're running - thought-
thought- thought-thought-thought-thought-thought-thought-thought. 
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All right. On this afternoon I want you to continue with your assignments but I want 
you to give some attention to this. I want you to satisfy yourself completely as to this: 
the objective reality on trying to stop the waves as they remove themselves from you 
so as to disclose you to somebody else. 

I want each of you under auditing, and so forth, to get an experience on that until you 
actually see it. It's all right to sit and watch somebody else do it and you laugh like hell, 
too, and everything is fine. But until you do it yourself you don't quite see what's hap-
pening here because it's funny because he finds it's funny. Well, that's different than a 
line charge. 

[At this point on the reel there is a gap and the next section is labled "INVERTED 
DYNAMICS cont" 5310C14 1ACC-15B. Number 0668-B on the Flag Master List. 
The clearsound version continues without a break.] 

 And this morning I gave you something to do on what? Gave you, the whole class, 
something to do - something to find out specially. 

Male voice: Four parts. 

Hm? 

Male voice: "Who did it?" "Reason for punishment." 

Female voice: "Desire - desire for punishment." 

Yeah. Go on. 

Male voice: "Who's responsible?" 

Yes. 

Female voice: The right to be nothing. 

Okay. And what sudden stuff turned up on this? What convictions? Did anybody get 
any "bing" out of this? 

Female voice: Very exteriorizing. 

Anybody get any bing on "the right to be nothing"? 

Female voice: I don't think so. 

Gee-whiz. Did you run it out? 

Male voice: Didn't run it. 

Male voice: The auditor didn't plan it for the session. 

Oh, you forgot about it. 

Male voice: I did, yeah. 

Ahhh! 

Male voice: That was an oversight. 
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Female voice: Yeah. it is.. 

Ahhh! 

Female voice: ... a nagging feeling there was one of those missing. 

I'm going to get my Argentinian whip. And if that doesn't work I'll get one of those 
bola things, you know? I mean, they've got a ball on each end of it and you throw it 
and it wraps around the neck. 

Look, for heaven's sakes run this because this will break a case. It's the right to be 
nothing - as well as "reasons have to exist so I can punish somebody," - will bust a case par-
ticularly, but that "right to be nothing," that's real hot. Just run it as a concept in a 
bracket, just as an idea, so you see what happens here. This is real good. Will you do 
that? 

Audience: We'll do that. 

Don't forget about things like that because we've got to get some subjective/ objec-
tive reality on some of these manifestations. We see them in a preclear. We say, "Gee-
whiz. Gee-whiz." Like today, I run into "other people's problems." 

Now, I'm going to give you another one as long as you were very bad children and 
need to be punished. Ha-ha! I'm going to give you another one. Run the concept 
"other people's problems." 

Male voice: Just the concept in brackets? 

Just - that's all, in brackets. Just - not in a positive or negative or anything. Just run the 
concept "other people's problems." 

Male voice: Interesting. 

You got it. 

I want you to see that, because there are several of these concepts as they come along 
- all of a sudden one of them is sitting on top of the case, you know? There are just - 
there are just a handful of them; there are not very many of them. 

All right. And you run any of the subzero scale and you've got yourself a picnic on 
your hands. But some preclear will be sitting right there all ready to be tripped. Pow! 

Now, the other proposition is here, that somewhere on the case there is a mock-up - 
this is an interesting little search - there's a mock-up of a person of the current life-
time which, when blown up, releases and frees the case. You can always count on this. 
There is a person on the case which, when mocked up and blown up, has a tendency 
to really release the case - real, real surge. 

And if you want that elusive button the psychoanalyst is always trying to search for... 
You know, he's saying, "You push on the button - you push the light switch and the lights turn 
on," you know? In other words, the guy comes up to 0.0. All you have to do is just 
find - there's somebody on this case which, when blown up a few times, releases the 
case. 
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There's always somebody and you have to usually blow this person up on a gradient 
scale. 

You get a - you get a place where they have been many years ago, and they're now 
gone from, you blow it up. And then you get a footprint which they left behind in the 
sand and you blow that up. And then you blow up a shoelace and then you blow up a 
shoe and then you blow up a finger and then you blow up their hair and then you fi-
nally blow them up. And then you get it so it's real good and real fast, and you can 
blow them up in a heck of a hurry and all of a sudden the preclear feels tremendously 
relieved! 

Just such an automaticity  

� as Bert ran into there  

of the third person showing up will show up on any case you've got if you look for it. 
Anyone has got some slight idea that somebody in this current lifetime - I don't care 
how Clear this guy is or how well he's feeling or how well his mock-ups are or any-
thing else, he can always get a resurgence on blowing up one person. Now, it isn't any 
contest of yours to find this person. But if you're ever confronted with the necessity 
of getting a pretty close release - pretty fast release on a case - you only got about five 
minutes, you know, and you're going to fix this case up - you just take a look at him 
and you decide they're a boy trying to be a girl or something of the sort, and you just 
kind of drift through very fast on various personal relationships. You just decide that 
there's a change there somehow. 

And you - it isn't - you're not blowing up the basic reason, understand? You're just 
blowing up a person. It'll be Papa. You can always do something with a case by blow-
ing up Mama. Always! You always blow up Mama with good benefit to the case, if 
you can get her blown up. You can always get her blown up if you blow up by gradi-
ent scale. Blow up somebody who- blow up a door post that once saw Mama. Gradi-
ent scale. 

See, there is a release on the destruction of a personality the preclear is certain is pre-
sent. He's unable to destroy somebody in the case. 

� Anybody who were processing Nibs it'd probably be you'd find out he couldn't 
blow me up. He could get well immediately, I mean he'd stop being this sick. 
So that's why he's so well.  

Oh, you've been blowing me up, huh? 

Okay, that's the end of class. 

I'll take care of you later... 

[End of tape.] 
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